
AFC Newbury 3-1 Robins U12 Red
9th October 2016

Scorers:
Alan 54

Player of the Match:
Matt Chivers

On a fine sunny day, we went over the border to Berkshire to visit our friends in Newbury for the latest instalment
of league action. We were missing 3 players and had a couple playing who were getting over illness or injury, not
the best preparation for playing one of the top teams in the League but that's why you have a squad and we are
fortunate to have a strong squad of players so no complaints there.

When two top  teams meet,  you  should  be  guaranteed some top  notch  football  and this  was  no exception.
Newbury started the game strongly and it's fair to say that we were under pressure for the first 10 minutes but we
defended resolutely, some excellent play from all of our back line. Noah, Zak and Teddy all played really well, with
Tom and Jowan both putting in a good shift shielding in front of them but we still felt like we were under siege for
much of this early period.  Despite that,  we had some good passages of play and created a couple of  good
chances of our own on the counter. Morgan got himself into a great position but perhaps snatched at the shot a
little and it sailed over the bar; shortly after that Sam picked up the ball near the edge of the area, and worked
really hard to carve out a chance for himself but under pressure shot at the keeper who scooped up the ball. 

After those opening exchanges, the game settled into a more even contest with some great play from both teams
– we looked sharp on the flanks, with some great creative play from Noah and Alan on the left, with Teddy and
Morgan linking up well on the right. In the middle Tom and Jowan linked up really well with each other as well as
the wingers and both worked hard to feed Sam up front. We had a fresh injection of energy as Lewis came on and
he immediately caused Newbury problems with his pace and creativity.

But Newbury were still mounting some strong attacks and more than once Chivs was called into action, pulling of
some stunning saves, leaping salmon-like to push a couple of certain goals round the post. We'd worked on
marking from corners this week and we certainly saw the improvement but with 5 minutes left of the first half it
was from a corner that a Newbury player lost his marker and buried the ball in the bottom corner – great goal, but
obviously disappointing for us to into the break 1-0 down.

Both teams started the second half brightly and we again created a few chances to draw level but Newbury were
defending well and their keeper, like ours, was having a good game. We were disappointed with the way we
conceded the second as it  was down to simple poor discipline – half  the team stopped playing to dispute a
decision given by the referee, something we've always stressed is not just wrong but counter-productive. The
point was made in the most punishing way possible as Newbury took advantage of our ill discipline to break 5 on
2 and unsurprisingly, with most of the team too busy pointlessly arguing about a decision that had already been
made to support our outnumbered defence, they scored.

The response was more pleasing, as the lads knuckled down to work their way back into the game and they got
their reward when Teddy, having a great game, put a superb cross into the box that Alan finished of beautifully,
great reactions and  a really good finish. So with just over 5 minutes left, was there time left to come back and get
something from the tie? With not much time left, we decided to go for it and put 3 up front and while the extra
pressure  up  front  created some chances,  some good  defending  and goalkeeping  from Newbury  meant  we
couldn't quite find the finish to draw us level. While the extra man up front helped us create chances, it inevitably
left us slightly exposed and in the last minute Newbury again hit us on the counter to put the game to bed. 

Newbury played really well today and were worthy winners but at times today we were our own worst enemies.
The margins at this level are very very tight and games can turn on a few moments of lost focus, whether through
lack of concentration or because of poor discipline. We have no doubt though that the boys will learn from this and
if they do take on board the lessons from today it can only make them better players and that's worth far more
than any individual result.
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